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Companies (many of whom are world leaders) specialising in advanced manufacturing of high value materials, which are vital across all sectors, require qualified specialists with the equivalent skill set of an MEng degree in Materials Science & Engineering.

This course will equip students with the technical skills and personal qualities necessary for a high-level career in the advanced manufacturing industry, as well as offer support to those from a physics or chemistry background looking to transition into a career in engineering.

Our innovative Industrial Training Programme (ITP) will provide direct contact with CEOs and Managing Directors from industry, and will help you to develop the attributes that mark you out as a future leader: adaptability, creativity and an entrepreneurial outlook.

— Skilled trade workers, engineers and technicians are the most in-demand jobs globally
— 182,000 people with engineering skills are needed per year to 2022
— Average starting salary of engineering and technology graduates is £27,079

Engineering UK Report 2016

93% of our graduates are employed or in further study, 6 months after graduating.
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